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Introduction

As we are entering the so called Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) [1] technology

era, the search for more suitable algorithms under NISQ restrictions is becoming ever

important. Perhaps the most promising classes of such algorithms are based on variational

circuit methods, applied to problems in quantum chemistry. This problem is believed to

be intractable in general, yet the quantum Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [2]

algorithm can provide solutions in regimes which beyond the reach of classical algorithms,

while maintaining NISQ-friendly properties.

Variational Quantum Eigensolver

The VQE objective is to prepare the state |ψ(~θ)〉 which can be used to
approximate the ground state of a given Hamiltonian H by the variational
principle

Emin ≤ min
~θ
〈0|U †(~θ)HU(~θ)|0〉 = min

~θ
〈ψ(~θ)|H|ψ(~θ)〉,

where Emin is a ground state energy of H .

Hamiltonian H models electronic structure of chemical molecule

Li HH ∼

Chemical accuracy

Find such ~θ that

|〈ψ(~θ)|H|ψ(~θ)〉 − Emin| < 0.001 Hartree

where Emin is minimal eigenvalue of H .

Architecture design

The parametrized state is prepared by applying U(~θ) which can be decom-
posed into quantum circuit

• RX(θ2)

RZ(θ1) ⊕ RY (θ3)
U(~θ) ∼

The architecture itself can also be optimized for the constraints of NISQ:

reduce number of gates with high fidelity error – two-qubit gates,

reduce depth of the circuit – decoherence noise.

Curriculum agent

Reinforcement learning setup

RL state – representation of the current quantum circuit, with
energy,

RL action – all the possible placings of a one– and two–qubit gates,

RL reward – proportional to the difference between the previous
and the current energy, or when threshold it reached +5, or when end
of episode and threshold not reached -5.

Curriculum learning:

agent is trained in the same environment in multiple rounds with
increasing complexity – in order to improve learning process

threshold i.e. distance to exact ground energy after which agent
receives positive reward, is lowered, increasing the difficulty of task.
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Experiment design
Problem: Creating concise circuits surpassing chemical precision for
LiH problem

Baselines: Random Agent (RA), Tabula Rasa Agent (TR)

Solution Quality Indicators: min energy obtained, min number
of gates, min depth of circuit

Results after one one-step optimization

#(0.1%) avg #gates min #gates avg depth min depth avg #CX min #CX
RA 5 29.4 26 17.4 13 13.8 12
TR 10.5 30.3 23 21.38 13 22.72 13
CA 24.28 20.21 13 11.21 8 10.41 6

Results after multi-step optimization
Baselines: Random Agent (RA), Tabula Rasa Agent (TR)

Standard VQE approaches: Hardware Efficient (HE) and
UCCSD architectures

avg distance min (dist) #(0.1%) avg #gates min #gates min depth
RA 0.00041 0.00009 5 29.4 26 13
HE 0.00239 0.00230 N.A. 33 33 12
UCCSD 0.00038 0.00038 N.A. 430 430 430
TR 0.00049 0.00013 129.71 30.68 23 13
CA 0.00043 0.00007 846.29 16.21 13 6
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